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There will be greater cybersecurity & privacy when there’s greater cooperation from all. Hear what Huawei USA Chief Security Officer @andy_purdy has to say about it. Watch the full video: tinyurl.com/bj97T

Craig J. Burchell, SVP of Global Trade Affairs, HuaweiUSA, discussed why cooperation is the best route for global trade relations, during the "What is the True Cost of Tech War?" Huawei Delayed. Check the livestream to learn more: tinyurl.com/22dtenwp #TrustInTech

No country is going to win a tech war. There are no winners; there are only losers.

Huawei USA CSO Andy Purdy reflects on the importance of a zero trust approach for cybersecurity and privacy, as the world should follow, with cybersecurity up 600% due to Covid-19. Watch here: tinyurl.com/3rV5MET #TrustInTech

Together works best for cybersecurity.
International investor and author Jim Rogers explained why open cooperation helps tech innovation and the global economy thrive, during the "What is the True Cost of Tech War?" panel debate. Watch the livestream to learn more: tinyurl.com/22qtemopd

"Trade wars are not good for anybody."